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No gear test rivals a real dose of backcountry. Boards
that sink, packs that shift and shells that soak the skin are all
sure ways to turn a sweet day sour. At the resort, breakage,
subpar function or misguided product design can all be eas-
ily fixed with a trip to the base lodge. A ream of duct tape, a
few parts from the shop or an hour in the heated bar and
you’ll be back in the game. But experience these problems
three hours out on a ridge hike—or three days deep on a hut
trip—and you’ll be cursing the shop guy who claimed that
your shiny new purchase was “the shit.”

While every new product is clouded by its own ball of
hype, a few companies have shown the focus to craft back-
country gear that enhances our daily ride. Even fewer have
perfected designs that stand the test of time and are true
class revolutions. Real innovations improve the out-of-
bounds experience, set a new expectation of performance
and facilitate a progression in function. Stuff that even the
most gear-headed, iron-lunged rider won’t give up five sea-
sons later. In recognition of these rare efforts that have
altered our approach to untamed terrain, here are some
favorites that still tug at our Visas.

Best of Snow
Getting the Backcountry Goods 

Split it, 
Skin it, Ride it

Voile Split Decision ($665)
When Voile first introduced the Split Decision in 1994 it
changed self-ascent snowboarding for good. Riders discov-
ered the ease of skin tracks; snowshoes were relegated to
the gear closet, and a new world of lines that were once the
exclusive domain of tele-heads became readily accessible
to snowboarders. The first SD proto was cobbled together in
a garage shop from hardware-store hinges and door-jam
base plates with a hand drill and a hacksaw. Crystallized into
finished form, Brett Kopernik’s original idea maintained its
smart simplicity. Outfitted with a pair of doublewide skins,
the SD matched skis stride for stride on any grade. With a
minimum of moving parts, the loose tolerance mechanism
proved reliable season after season, and transitioned with-
out clog or hassle when it was time reap the reward. 

Twelve years later, the same straightforward system has
been honed with tweaks on everything from the interface
components to the tip-and-tail Chinese Finger Locks. In
1998, Voile started pressing their own boards and dialed in
the feel of the split ride. By next winter they will offer eight
sizes including the inventor’s personal Wasatch favorite–a
195 Swallowtail. Kopernik boils down the impact of his two-
track vehicle best, “At first, I was chasing my skier friends
around…now with the 195 on the deepest days, most of the
skiers are following us on the snowboard. We were strag-
gling in the back, just huffin’ and puffin’, and now it’s come
full circle where we’re leading the pack in the deep stuff.”

Burton S Series ($899)
Burton’s S Series generated excitement in 2001 with a cam-
style closure that locked out torsional slop in the system.
Unfortunately, development on the promising interface has
stalled and left many backcountry riders wondering. The S
Series still boasts a loyal fan base, but act fast if you covet
one: rumors are swirling that this slick system–once a per-
sonal crusade of Craig Kelly–may be discontinued after this
season.

Prior Split ($845)
In the split world, the most promising new development is
happening north of the 49th parallel at Prior Snowboards, a
high-end factory known for an extensive custom board pro-
gram. Packaged with the trusted Voile system, their stiffer
splits–including the tapered tail Khyber shape–have
smoothed the ride of the proven SD system. Vert-hungry rid-
ers can pick from a stock of 11 shapes, select the perfect
graphic and the Prior will press a handcrafted split in a few
short weeks.
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Technical 
Riding Style

Arc’teryx Sidewinder SV Jacket ($499)
Big mountain fiends first marveled at the Sidewinder’s curved waterproof zip
in ‘01. Deeper inspection revealed so much trick technology–laminated pow
skirt, shoulder-mounted radio pocket, narrow seam tape, sublimated brand-
ing, full-vision hood, sculpted cuff tabs and ultra-breathable Gore-Tex XCR
fabrics–even the REI crowd was envious. Its genius was that, instead of
adopting available technology, each construction detail spoke to a real rider’s
need. No longer forced to choose product that didn’t perform or brands out-
side our sphere, this jacket tapped a technical vein with true understanding. 

Post-Sidewinder, leading brands quickly integrated flapless zips, tech
materials and a trimmed-down style into high-end lines. The original SV cat-
alyst followed its own evolution and now sports waterproof stretch paneling,
tighter tolerance construction techniques and a complete elimination of
exposed stitching. This season it also incorporates a RECCO reflector, the
latest in rescue technology, which helps searchers locate inbounds burials.
With two years of design energy concentrated on the initial phase of devel-
opment, Arc’s shell still stands as best of show. Sidewinder designer Tom
Routh summarizes, “I don’t think that there has been a garment that has had
that much energy put into it that has been so focused from a riders perspec-
tive on what would work better. I don’t think that that kind of effort has gone
into a single snow sports garment before or since.”

Burton AK Continuum Fuse Jacket ($399)
Burton’s Continuum Fuse Jacket foreshadows the next leap in apparel con-
struction. With more seam welding than stitching–and fold-over origami
seams–the construction minimizes potential leak points, shaves the weight
of seam tape and breathes at an elevated rate. The net result is less bulk and
a drier, more comfortable interior when it’s puking outside and you’re work-
ing hard to get the goods.

Packed 
and Ready

Dakine Heli Pro ($80)
Introduced in 1996, the original Heli was the first low-pro pack available to
the snowboard masses. Along with its cousin, the Heli Pro, which was
spawned two seasons later in response to feedback from Tom Burt and Mark
Fawcett, it allowed riders to carry a backcountry kit–on the chair, on a cat
trip or in the local backcountry–without feeling off-balance or overburdened.
The compact designs-and the countless imitations they spawned–made
skilled snowboarders willing to shoulder packs for on-area days or quick off-
area hits. Eight seasons later, the dialed daypack is an everyday partner for
anyone who hits up the stash on a regular basis.

Chico Bukovansky, sales and marketing director at Dakine since the
launch, sums up the noticeable shift, “It took snowboard packs out of that
ski-market mode. The Heli Pro allowed you to carry some stuff without run-
ning a huge pack, and I think that really opened up some backcountry to the
kids who didn’t want to haul a huge pack all day. It changed everybody’s
mentality that you can go smaller and lighter and that you can run it in the
resort. And that’s what makes that pack so versatile. All those resorts where
you have the gate access, you wouldn’t want to lug a huge pack around like
the old days in the resort. But now you can run one pack and it opens up all
that backcountry like Baker and Snowbird and Jackson. That was a big
impact on the quick-hit backcountry stuff that a lot of people are doing.”

Now numbering three–the Heli, Heli Pro and Pro 2–this family continued to
innovate each successive season. The Helis pioneered the use of cross-
carry systems for sled-accessed riding, showed riders the ease of back
access and tucked the hydration hose into the shoulder for freeze-free fluid
delivery. They were among the first snowboard packs to offer multiple torso
sizes, lighter materials and–as a peace offering to our two-planker com-
rades–a ski-carry option. A quick-detach hydration hose is the latest innova-
tive leap and a profiled women’s Pro is planned for next winter to give the
girls their due. 

Arc’teryx M30 ($189)
Arc’teryx has always made great-fitting thermoformed packs, but until the M
series was introduced their designs were targeted at the crunchy and
climber crowds. Focused on descent, the M30 features an innovative board
carrying system that snugs down the ride independently of pack bag com-
pression. It also boasts a zipper-free dry-bag-style closure, which keeps out
wet and still opens wide to the inside.



Surfing the Short Board

Burton Fish ($399)
Riding big boards in deep snow was a given until Burton
introduced the Fish. By sinking the tail, this tapered deck
created a subtle swallowtail effect, eliminating rear leg burn
when screaming down fields of fluff or picking through deep-
and-dense glades. Unlike big powder guns, which tended to
be sluggish and unwieldy in anything other than blank slate
terrain, the Fish’s shorter length and floaty ride provided a
quick and responsive feel. A perfect quiver board, it gener-
ated speed even in low-grade powder, cut through chop
when traversing back to the lift and applied a surfy short-
board mentality to the soul scene.

A collaboration between Terje Haakonsen and John
Gerndt, Burton’s longtime hardgoods guru, the original Fish
protos borrowed throwback knowledge from Burton’s
Backhill and Elite shapes of the 80s. When next-generation
taper tech hit the racks in 2002, it paralleled the thinking of
freestylers who had started linking tricks in natural terrain.
Downsizing ran counter to the longer-is-better mentality
but–with only minimal marketing support–the Fish devel-
oped a rabid cult following of riders who were sick of throw-
ing around big sticks in the backcountry. For this season, the
Big B has branched out to offer the Triumph ($499), an all-
around board with the benefit of subtle taper, and the Malolo
($499), a direct descendant intended to bring Fish-like float
and freestyle flair to the wide-open world above tree line.

According to Gerndt, acceptance of this radical think-short
idea has been slow but steady. He ticks off a list of converts
as proof of a subtle shift, “We just sold a whole fleet of them
to CMH up in BC. Certain riders that have been on it, from
Ranquet to Gerry Lopez to Sherman Poppen, send me
emails constantly. So many people send me emails that say,
‘I just had the sickest day on the Fish.’ Billy Anderson—the
list is endless. To hear those guys tell me that, I know it’s right
and I know it works. Just even Terje’s involvement—that
should be enough right there. Just who he is and the rider he
is and that’s the board he rides. The Fish and the Malolo are
the two most asked for boards from our PR people here [for
promo]. And everybody in this company is like, ‘Can I get a
Fish? Can I get a Malolo?’ The right people know. The peo-
ple who are willing to try new things and not just shut them
down before they try them, those are the people that are
going to benefit…. And the people that get to ride powder.”

Lib Tech Snow Mullet ($428)
Mervin Mfg is reputed for progressive tech and counter-cul-
ture thinking, but after noticing a craving that recalled circa-
‘84 Gnu shapes, they pressed their own line of thigh-deep
sleds. Termed the Snow Mullet, for the rockin’ style of the
original tapered-tail era, the Lib quiver ranges from a small-
rider 49 to a honkin’ 72 that screams for Alaska-type terrain.
Made near Canada.

Winterstick Swallowtail ($595)
Thirty years after Dimiti Milovich, James Kay and friends
started showing Utah and the world what was possible in the
powder; the Swallowtail still offers a distinct and classic ride.
At a length of 184, with a nose width nearly 7cm greater than
the tail, the Swallowtail is built for dreamy floatation. Two long
swallowtails sink in the back, allowing for a faster, looser ride
with way less back leg burn. Positive vibrations.

Speed to 
the Search

Backcountry Access Tracker DTS ($299)
Slides are part of the backcountry and no rider worth their
setback stance should head out without a beacon. But until
1996, when the digitally based Tracker DTS improved on
analog technology, developing search competency was a
tedious process that required years of disciplined grid-search
practice. John Hereford’s new dual-antenna design solved
the problem by speeding search times for recreational users
and pointing directly to the burial with a distance-and-direc-
tion display. This made the frantic search process more intu-
itive for the average rider, leading to a noticeable increase in
the number of successful recoveries.

Since its genesis, the Tracker has been refined to better
deal with multiple burials, reprogrammed to stay focused in
search mode and outfitted with easy-to-operate harnessing.
At first resistant to change, every major European manufac-
turer has now launched a transceiver that relies on some
derivative of digital technology. Analog-only beepers,
although still functional and fully compatible, are being eased
toward retirement by owners who seek to speed the search.
This categorical renaissance has generated a slew of new
and varied options, but the Tracker is still chosen by three of
every four North American buyers.

Pieps DSP ($349)
The most intriguing new transceiver technology is Pieps’
long-overdue triple-antenna beacon, which is designed to
operate more effectively in confusing multiple-search sce-
narios. The newly launched beeper displays the number of
signals received, hones in on the strongest one, sums up the
scene with a scan feature and allows the searcher to mark a
recovery–and filter out the signal–when a burial is located.

Mammut Barryvox Opto 3000 ($299)
Mammut’s Barryvox, sold in 2000 and 2001 by Burton’s Red
brand, is made to order for those who still seek the range of
analog and the ease of digital. In search mode, users can
toggle between analog and digital, providing extra range
when sweeping for a signal and then enabling a switch to
digital for a quicker fine search. This guide favorite also
allows well-practiced users to personally customize beacon
function by tweaking the settings.
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